In accordance with the American College of Radiology (ACR) Code of Ethics, radiologists and residents alike should not claim as their intellectual property that which is not theirs. Plagiarism or the use of others' work without attribution is unethical. There is a fine line distinction between a student who plagiarizes and one who inappropriately fails to cite and document sources of information. Radiology residents need to be particularly attentive to these ethical issues, even with your submissions to the MSU Radiology teaching files.

Teaching cases do not necessarily need to be bizarre or unusual. Good examples of normal findings or common pathologies are also helpful. Sound discussions based on your review of the literature, quality texts, or online resources are desired. These need to be your own summation of the important facts or discussion.

Teaching cases should:

- Be written in your own words
- Use quotation marks for all verbatim text from anyone other than yourself
- Contain proper references to all resources referenced
- Contain images obtained from your various clinical rotations
- NOT contain images obtained from online sources, published works, etc.
- NOT contain Protected Health Information (PHI) in text or on images

Every case submitted is sent through a validation process which includes review by an MSU Radiologist. If found noncompliant, your program director will be notified immediately. All images and content become copyrighted property of Michigan State University.

TeachingCases.rad.msu.edu